name

domain

function

__cfduid

.jquery.com

used to identify individual clients behind a shared IP address and apply security settings on a perclient basis.

__cfduid

.getbootstrap.com

used to identify individual clients behind a shared IP address and apply security settings on a perclient basis.

_ga

.getbootstrap.com

used to identify unique users and it expires after 2 years. #2 _gat cookie which is used to throttle the
request rate and it expires after 1 minute. These cookies are set on the top-level domain so that
users can be automatically tracked across sub-domains without any extra configuration.

__atuvc

www.jqueryscript.net

created and read by the AddThis social sharing site JavaScript on the client side in order to make
sure the user sees the updated count if they share a page and return to it before our share count
cache is updated.

__utmz

.airspacegallery.org

contains the traffic source information in Urchin tracker format. It contains information about how and
when an individual visitor hits your site for the FIRST time. That means whenever the visitor comes
back to your site, this value remains unchanged.

exp_csrf_token

.airspacegallery.org

used to protect against Cross Site Request Forgery (CSRF). A CSRF attack forces a logged-on
victim’s browser to send a forged HTTP request, including the victim’s session cookie and any other
automatically included authentication information, to a vulnerable web application. This allows the
attacker to force the victim’s browser to generate requests the vulnerable application thinks are
legitimate requests from the victim.

__gads

www.jqueryscript.net

associated with the DoubleClick for Publishers service from Google. It serves purposes such as
measuring interactions with the ads on our domain and preventing the same ads from being shown
to you too many times.

exp_tracker

.airspacegallery.org

Tracks the last 5 pages viewed by the user, and is used primarily for redirection after logging in etc.

exp_flash

.airspacegallery.org

A data file that is stored in the user's computer by visiting a website that runs a Flash application.

ezux_lpl_14371

www.jqueryscript.net

Used by the analytics and personalization company, Ezoic, to record the time that you loaded the last
page on this website.

ezohw

www.jqueryscript.net

used by the analytics and personalization company, Ezoic, to store the pixel size of your browser to
help personalize your experience and ensure content fits.

__utmz

www.jqueryscript.net

Used to distinguish users and sessions. The cookie is created when the javascript library executes
and no existing __utma cookies exists. The cookie is updated every time data is sent to Google
Analytics.

ezds

www.jqueryscript.net

Used by the analytics and personalization company, Ezoic, to store the pixel size of your screen to
help personalize your experience and ensure content fits.

ezCMPCCS

www.jqueryscript.net

a useful tool for various things (marketshare metrics, finding cookie stuffers, etc.)

__qca

www.jqueryscript.net

The _qca cookie may use your “computer’s IP address, pixel code, referring HTTP location, current
HTTP location, search string, time of the access, browser’s time, any searches made on the
applicable website, and other statistics” in order to “analyze Log Data from different websites and
combine it with other non Personally Identifiable Information to produce the Reports that are made
available on the Quantcast.com Site, to enable web publishers and advertisers to deliver audience
segments that are appropriate for their products or services.”

exp_last_activity

.airspacegallery.org

Every time the state is updated (the page reloaded) the last activity is set to the current datetime.
Used to determine expiry. This is essential for logged in users, but not for guests - it is set for both.

ezosuigeneris

www.jqueryscript.net

Used by the analytics and personalization company, Ezoic, to uniquely identify you across different
websites on the internet so your experience can be customized.

exp_last_visit

.airspacegallery.org

Sets the datetime that the user last visited the site, and is set for both guests and logged in users. If
not set, is automatically set to 10 years ago. Affects guests and logged in users.

exp_sessionid

.airspacegallery.org

a uniquely generated ID that corresponds to the session_id column in the exp_session table. Used
when cookie and session are set as the session type. Used only for logged in members

__utma

.airspacegallery.org

Used to distinguish users and sessions. The cookie is created when the javascript library executes
and no existing __utma cookies exists. The cookie is updated every time data is sent to Google
Analytics.

_gid

.airspacegallery.org

this cookie is used to group the user behaviour together for each user.

__atssc

www.jqueryscript.net

Enables website visitors to share airspace content via social media.

__utma

www.jqueryscript.net

Used to distinguish users and sessions. The cookie is created when the javascript library executes
and no existing __utma cookies exists. The cookie is updated every time data is sent to Google
Analytics.

fcspersistslider1

.airspacegallery.org

Is used in the image slidshow/galleries. The cookie remembers the last slide you viewed, so if you go
to another page but then return back to the homepage, the last slide which you saw will be shown
first. This means it won't show you all the previous slides and will continue the cycle from the last
slide you saw.

_gat_gtag_UA_1
71501672_1

.airspacegallery.org

a google analytics tag to monitor traffic levels, search queries and visits to this website. Google
Analytics stores IP address (anonymously) on its servers, and neither AirSpace or Google associate
your IP address with any personally identifiable information.

